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CleanRoom objects 
Installation View



The CleanRoom objects reflects one of the less valuable elements of the 19th 
century Hungarian dowry system, stafírung (towels, tablecloths, underwear, 
tableware). These formed the individual property of the young woman who kept 
them in her own chest, the husband could not take anything from them. The 
transfer of the dowry to the new house was a very important moment of the 
wedding, because this time the handiwork of the bride was made public, the 
folks acknowledged and sanctified it. The clean room was the part of the house 
closest to the street, decorated with the finest pieces of the dowry and sacred 
objects. This room was reserved for special guests, it was always kept clean and 
cold. This space was used to represent social rank, superiority, and the 
personality of the woman in the house. This site-specific installation,  draws a 
parallel between each piece of the dowry placed in the clean room and the ob-
jects as artworks. They each reflect on individual pieces of the 19th century 
dowry and the characteristic  folk traditions of the era , the titles of the ob-
jects are each a Hungarian  proverb. The clean room in this case is the same as 
the exhibition space, where the visitor acts as the wedding crowd, who view and 
judge the dowry as an artwork.



Worn Tablecloth Becomes Lint
(Viselt Abrosz Szösszé Válik)
2019 
woven hair, liquid latex
50 × 50 cm



The Egg Also Breaks Only Once
(A Tojás is Csak Egyszer Törik)
2020
video
51 sec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BXXgwPWxwyQ

The new wife was stepped on an egg when she was introduced into the groom’s 
house, or eggs were laid, rolled under her seat at a wedding meal to ensure easy 
childbirth and fertility. Due to its nature as a fertility wizard, the egg was of 
great importance in the line of love-making predictions. Eggs are a symbol of 
fertility and rebirth throughout Europe and even worldwide. As such, the eggs 
in the cosmogonic tradition of many people as well as the Easter eggs can be 
appreciated. Its role in Easter is also related to the former spring beginning of 
the ancient Middle East. The fact that it was an ecclesiastical sacrament and the 
religious explanations that accounted for the Easter egg as a symbol of the 
resurrection of Christ confirmed and maintained the ancient system of symbols 
associated with the egg and its conscious application.



Pull Pots Together to Fit the Cups Too
(Férkőzzetek Fazakak, hogy Férjenek a Csuporkák is)
2020
cheramics, eggshell, rhinestones, nail polish



Lead casting is a nationwide magic procedure, mainly used in folk medicine. 
Conclusions were drawn from its shape, primarily as to the cause of the disease. 
Healing power has been attributed to the procedure. It was used against several 
diseases: most commonly against fright, in Western Hungary against eyebeating 
(curse). The casting could be done by anyone who knew how, but in Transdanubia 
the patients were taken to healing specialists, foundry women. The Székelyes of 
Bukovina and Moldavia poured “beginner and speechless” water into the bowl, 
so they went for fresh water and when they brought it, they did not speak. It 
was generally assumed that the mold from which the patient was frightened 
appeared from the poured lead, wax. Casting as a method of love divination was 
also prevalent when the shape of the cooling lead was predicted to occupy the 
prospective groom.

Iron Mouth has a Heart of Lead
(Vas Szájnak Ólom a Szíve)
2020
molybdomancy lead casting



Dry Weed is Easy to Ignite
(Száraz Gyom Könnyen Lángra Lobban)
2020
edelweiss, soil in plexiglas
30 × 30 × 30 cm

Showcases previously used in the middle class became widespread in 
Hungarian village houses in the 1930’s as a result of industrialization, and it 
became an important element of a clean room. In the showcase of the clean 
room, residents placed small ornaments such as porcelain statues, family relics 
inherited from old dowries, never used, dried wedding bouquets, a wreath on top. 
The display case was a hermetically sealed space that was almost never opened, 
its contents intact, it functioned as a kind of time capsule to this day. What 
once got into the storefront didn’t get out of there for decades. The items in 
the showcase all carried important personal meaning. The edelweiss I put in the 
showcase reflects on this personal meaning and closing it behind glass.



Marcié
2020
acrilic, oil on canvas
60 × 77 cm



Hopping Pussy
2019
acrilic, oil on canvas
125 × 160 cm



Naughty Pussy
2019
acrilic, oil on canvas
125 × 160 cm



Sleeping Pussy
2019
acrilic, oil on canvas
125 × 160 cm



Sterile Edge
2019
160 × 125 cm
acrylic, hair on canvas



Clean Yard, Normal House
2019
video projected on Painting below
95 × 125 cm
acrilic, pencil on canvas
58 min
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xC5swxSKZRE

This installation focuses on meditative work through the medium of painting 
and performance. One part of the work is a video showing an unnecessary act 
that takes four hours to clean and sterilize the mosaic of the Buda Tunnel on 
four square meters. The painting on which the video is projected is a replica of 
the washed mosaic detail that was created as a process work, drawing and 
painting the given cubes one by one.





A Total of Ten Triptichon
2018
100 × 135 cm, 100 × 60 cm, 100 × 130 cm
oil, acrylic, iridescent powder on canvas


